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ABSTRACT
For an author who needs little introduction, the Marquis de Sade has in fact been introduced a great deal. Gilbert Lely’s 1967 edition of Les 120 Journées de Sodome, for example, contains no fewer than five prefaces, including essays sexological, psychoanalytical and philosophical in scope. This article explores the ways in which editions of Sade’s works have presented and packaged the so-called divin marquis and his oeuvre, from the early, privately circulated editions of the 1880s to the most recent paperbacks. In each case the process of introduction proves to be simultaneously one of appropriation, as Sade is transformed time and again into a figure with more than a passing resemblance to the editor or critic presenting him. Through such appropriations Sade becomes by turns bibliophile, sexologist, surrealist, philosopher and, finally, canonical author. As well as examining the editorial matter of various introductions, this article will also explore the dubious seductions practised by the cover art of recent Sade editions.
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Introduction
What are introductions for? In the context of literary ‘classics’ collections, it is difficult to know how many readers pause to read those pages that come between the cover and the work itself. While some readers may skip over them in their eagerness to get to the text, introductions may nevertheless tell us a great deal about the consumption and reception of literary works in a given period. Read or unread, scholarly introductions today serve as one of the symbols of a work’s canonical status – a mark of distinction that separates the classic from the simply popular. As the cultural rehabilitation of the Marquis de Sade over the last century suggests, however, introductions may also play a far more pivotal role in the very process of canonization. From the private editions published by bibliophiles towards the end of the nineteenth century to today’s mass-market paperbacks, the introductory matter of Sade’s editors, translators and critics has effected as well as reflected his extraordinary transformation from criminally insane pornographer to author of literature. If, as Terry Eagleton suggests, literature is ‘a highly valued kind of writing’,1 Sade is unquestionably literary in 2015: the repatriated manuscript of the 120 Journées de Sodome was bought last year for €7 million, and is likely to be declared a ‘trésor national’ to prevent it ever leaving France again. Retracing the history of the presentation and packaging of Sade reveals insights not just into the changing fortunes of a once notorious author but also into our changing attitudes towards literature, obscenity and pornography.
If general readers often skip over introductions to get to the text, literary theorists have largely done the same. Although Gérard Genette opened up the peripheries of the text to theoretical reflection in his landmark study Seuils, his paratexte, comprising péritexte and épitexte, excludes the kinds of introductory material typically penned by literary critics: ‘le péritexte des éditions savantes (généralement posthumes) contient parfois des éléments qui ne relèvent pas du paratexte au sens où je le définis: ainsi des extraits de comptes rendus allographes (Sartre, Pléiade; Michelet, Flammarion; etc).’2 Although he devotes a chapter of his study to an ‘instance préfacielle’ that includes ‘toute espèce de texte liminaire (préliminaire ou postliminaire), auctorial ou allographe’,3 it is clear from the examples he cites (such as Sartre’s preface to Baudelaire’s Écrits intimes, or Mallarmé’s preface to Beckford’s Vathek) that he is only interested in prefaces and introductions written by literary authors. In a move that suggests that, for Genette at least, the author was far from dead and still deserved some privileges, the humble critic is excluded from the paratext and confined to the metatext instead: ‘la dimension critique et théorique de la préface allographe l’entraîne manifestement vers la frontière qui sépare (ou plutôt vers l’absence du frontière qui ne sépare pas nettement), le paratexte du métatexte, et plus concrètement la préface de l’essai critique.’4 The critic is thus left on the threshold of a threshold, a snub that suggests he or she lacks the potent author-function of the literary author.
This demotion of critical introductory material from a literary paratext to a sub-literary metatext is not without irony given the aforementioned role this material often plays in promoting or reinforcing the literary credentials of the texts it precedes. Indeed Sade himself used the prefatory essay in precisely this way when he inserted his ‘Idée sur les romans’, an account of the novel and its origins, into his collection of short stories Les Crimes de l’amour – recognizing that he had to present himself as a man of letters for his works to be considered literary. Long after his death, Sade’s exegetes would also recognize that the liminal realm of the paratext, redefined here to include the kind of critical material that Genette excluded, had a crucial role to play in rescuing their author from a liminal realm of his own – on the threshold, at various points in his afterlife, of accessibility and respectability, not to mention scientific, literary and philosophical discourse. Sade’s introductions have indeed shaped the manner of his introduction into the cultural pantheon. The paratext, as Genette observes, is a zone of both transition and transaction, engaging the reader to read in a certain way: ‘lieu privilégié d’une pragmatique et d’une stratégie, d’une action sur le public au service, bien ou mal compris et accompli, d’un meilleur accueil du texte, et d’une lecture plus pertinente.’5 Despite Genette’s dismissive attitude towards the ‘préface allographe’, the following pages aim to show that critical paratexts, like the literary works they introduce, also have a story to tell.
Introduction as inoculation
In his last testament of 1806, Sade famously asked that he be buried in the woods of his Malmaison property, in the hope that he might, at last, disappear without a trace from the world: ‘[que] les traces de ma tombe disparaissent de dessus la surface de la terre, comme je me flatte que ma mémoire s’effacera de l’esprit des hommes.’6 He did not get his wish, and was buried instead in the grounds of Charenton. Nor did his notoriety fade as he apparently hoped it would, although in the decades following his death his name was rarely invoked in public discourse or polite conversation. As Jules Janin observed upon breaking this silence in an essay on Sade in 1834, ‘Voilà un nom que tout le monde sait et que personne ne prononce; la main tremble en l’écrivant.’7 Janin entreats the reader to accept his essay ‘comme on accepte en histoire naturelle, la monographie du scorpion ou du crapaud.’8 Janin’s Sade is a grand poisoner, with a ‘souffle empoisonné’ and ‘lueur pestilential’, whose works constitute a health risk to the curious reader.9 Janin, hailed in his own time as le prince des critiques, and a prolific contributor of prefaces, writes as a gatekeeper of literature as he warns of the danger of bad books: ‘Ouvrez la porte aux livres mauvais, l’inondation vous gagnera bientôt.’10 He reads Sade so that others are spared the danger, but gives few details of the content he has encountered, concentrating instead on a lurid and hyperbolic account of the author and his crimes. Another bibliophile, Paul Lacroix (writing under the pseudonym Paul L. Jacob), takes issue with Janin’s fanciful essay, which he complains was written ‘avec plus de talent que de vérité’.11 Lacroix is compelled to correct ‘ce qu’il y a d’exagéré, d’aveugle et d’injuste’ in Janin’s account, offering a biographical essay of his own that hints at a more sympathetic view of Sade as a ‘malheureux’ rather than a ‘monstre’, whose villainy was a product of the times that made him.12 Lacroix, however, claims that the continuing clandestine circulation of Sade’s works – ‘l’effrayante contagion que ces livres empestés répandent journellement parmi la jeunesse’13 – makes the defence of Sade he would like to undertake too hazardous an enterprise, and he ultimately lapses into the same pestilential rhetoric as Janin.
For all this talk of plague and contagion, Sade’s works remained inaccessible other than to a very limited happy few throughout the next three decades. As Yvan Leclerc observes, Sade was in this period ‘l’auteur invisible (il n’a pas de visage) et partout present, illisible, introuvable (Baudelaire demande à Poulet-Malassis où il peut se procurer un exemplaire de Justine), innommable (Flaubert l’appelle le divin Marquis ou le Vieux).’14 Lacroix’s more sympathetic view of the author, however, prefigures the intense efforts undertaken by his fellow bibliophiles in the 1870s and 1880s to present Sade in the kind of terms suggested by Genette’s description of the paratext: ‘pour le présenter, au sens habituel de ce verbe, mais aussi en son sens le plus fort: pour le rendre présent, pour assurer sa présence au monde, sa “reception”, et sa consommation.’15 One of the leading figures in the early stages of Sade’s rehabilitation in this period, the bibliophile Octave Uzanne, indeed reflects on the role played by the paratext in protecting both the text and its author from adverse criticism:
Une préface est à un ouvrage, non-seulement ce que l’affiche est à une comédie, c’est aussi le plastron, le rempart, le Palladium du livre; c’est par elle, le plus souvent, que sont parés les terribles coups de boutoir de la Critique, c’est derrière elle que l’Auteur se réfugie, après y avoir déposé comme sauvegarde, ses propres aveux, ses craintes, ses pudeurs, ses délicatesses.16
In the same year that Uzanne wrote these prefatory remarks on the art of prefatory remarks, he published an edition of Sade’s ‘Idée sur les romans’, the aforementioned essay on the novel that itself served as a preface to the Crimes de l’amour. His edition moreover includes two prefatory texts of its own: a ‘Préface sur l’œuvre du Marquis de Sade’ is preceded by a ‘Lettre à l’éditeur’ (purporting to be the letter he submitted when proposing his edition to the publisher, Edouard Rouveyre), which thereby becomes a preface to a preface to a preface. This mise en abyme is compounded by Uzanne’s choice of a text that is itself a literary essay, a choice that casts Sade as a fellow bibliophile. Uzanne does not, however, undertake a defence of Sade, and seemingly endorses the censorship to which his other works have been subjected:
les ouvrages infâmes de ce rêveur de meurtres ont été sagement mis à l’index et poursuivis comme portant atteinte aux bonnes mœurs naturelles, et des stigmates d’ignominie resteront à jamais fixes aux révoltantes productions qui portent sa signature. – Il faut enfermer le poison, circonscrire la peste et condamner au feu, selon la loi de Lynch, les livres incendiaires qui anéantissent pour toujours la virginité du cœur.17
Although there is a strong hint of sarcasm in his flamboyant invocation of the same pestilential rhetoric employed by Janin, Uzanne nevertheless does not challenge the prohibition of Sade’s novels, choosing instead to make a special case of the ‘Idée’: ‘Dans la fange sadique, nous découvrons une brochure décente.’18 Uzanne thus represents himself as the bibliographical equivalent of Parent-Duchâtelet, the pioneering hygienist and author of De la prostitution dans la vie de Paris:19 ‘il faut avouer que le Bibliographe est – qu’on nous passe le mot – une manière de chiffonnier, qui doit remuer souvent bien des immondices.’20
Despite the fact that Sade’s essay on the novel is entirely devoid of any salacious material, the shadow of its author looms so large over it that Uzanne treats it as toxic. In contrast to his prefatory remarks in the Caprices d’un bibliophile, he presents the preface here as a protective measure less for its author than for its reader – a barrier to keep him from falling into an abyss:
La meilleure barrière à placer devant une œuvre, c’est sa propre Bibliographie, qui, tout en indiquant, prévient. – La Bibliographie peut, à elle seule, plutôt éteindre que vivifier les impérieux désirs des mauvaises lectures; elle désigne l’infamie, tout en proclamant le châtiment; elle détaille et justie [sic], mais elle flétrit et flagelle [.^.^.]; dans la concision froide et régulière de sa forme scientifique, elle est plus utile que nuisible, car elle ne s’adresse qu’aux esprits mûrs et cultivés dont le jugement est inattaquable.21
The bibliographical preface is offered here as a form of inoculation against the Sadean plague, cooling the dangerous desires that the Sadean text might otherwise provoke in the unsuspecting reader – although Uzanne then implies that the kind of reader attracted by this material would in any case be immune to such base passions. The earlier hint of sarcasm is confirmed here by a playful tone that threatens to undermine any scientific aspirations with the sexual innuendo of his references to punishment and flagellation.
Uzanne’s edition of Sade’s ‘Idée’ is representative of the various attempts to publish parts of the Sadean œuvre at this point both in its accumulation of paratextual material (the prefatory materials of preface, bibliography and some letters by Sade are roughly equal in length to the essay they introduce) and in its choice of uncontroversial textual material. One could indeed say that Uzanne and his peers choose to publish the most un-Sadean, and therefore the least controversial, material they can find. Perhaps the most extreme example of this is the publication of a work that turns out not to have been by Sade at all, an anti-Joséphine pamphlet entitled ‘Zoloë et ses deux acolytes’.22 While this misattributed work may have been politically contentious on its initial publication, it has none of the sexual violence that made Sade’s works so notorious. It is nevertheless padded with so much paratext (including reprints of essays on Sade by Brunet and Lacroix) that the edition stretches to two volumes, only arriving at the text itself in the second of these.23
The bibliophiles and publishers in this period tiptoe very carefully towards the publication of Sade’s libertine novels. Indeed, in 1881, on the title-page of what purports to be an edition of Les Crimes de l’amour, but which only includes a single tale from that collection, the motto ‘poco a poco’ seems to announce that another small step towards the publication of Sade’s more scandalous works has been taken.24 Once again the playfulness of the paratext is at odds with the stated aims of the editor, however, who dismisses Sade as a madman suffering from ‘la monomanie érotico-criminelle’, and the very documents he has chosen to publish as ‘que de plates satires, ou de mauvaises nouvelles, sans intérêt’. Rather than promoting his author, the editor offers his volume as ‘un spécimen des ouvrages de cet érotomane’ to spare the bibliophile from further Sadean encounters: ‘ils peuvent ainsi se dispenser d’acquérir ses autres œuvres.’25 In Paris, however, the leading publisher of curiosa, Isidore Liseux, is taking slightly bolder steps towards the publication of Sade’s notorious novels. In a series of volumes on literary curiosities and rare books, with his motto ‘scientia duce’ emblazoned on the title-page, he publishes two essays by his collaborator, Alcide Bonneau, the first of which offers an extensive paraphrase of Sade’s Justine ou les malheurs de la vertu, ‘ce livre introuvable’, and the second of which performs the same task for the Histoire de Juliette. These essays, embedded between articles on other ‘classic’ pornographic texts by such authors as Aretino and Chorier, strike a subtly different tone in combining moral condemnation with intellectual admiration: as Bonneau describes Justine as ‘un chef-d’œuvre en son genre, si monstrueux que soit le genre, et les monstruosités ne sont pas sans offrir souvent quelque intéressant sujet d’étude.’26 Its author remains a monstrous figure, but is now at least a learned, even bibliophilic, monster: ‘Le Marquis de Sade, tout méprisable maniaque qu’il est, ne manquait point d’instruction, ni, sur certains points, de rectitude dans le jugement. Il avait beaucoup lu.’27
The curious reader does not have to make do with Bonneau’s textual substitutions for long, as Liseux shortly afterwards publishes the full text of Sade’s Justine in 1884, with ‘Liber Sadicus’ stamped on its front cover but with no mention of the author on its title-page. Sade is once again represented in the preface as a man of letters (‘il avait beaucoup lu, et, ce qui surprendra, quelque peu médité’28), but also for the first time as a philosopher in the tradition of d’Holbach and La Mettrie, and as a precursor to Darwin: ‘Qui s’attendrait, par exemple, à trouver en germe, dans un livre tel que Justine, les doctrines de Darwin sur l’évolution des espèces et la sélection par la lutte pour la vie?’29 Five years later, Sade crosses the channel, as Liseux publishes the first English translation of Sade’s Justine; as with the French edition, there is a latinate allusion to the author on its cover (Opus Sadicum30) but no reference to the author on the title-page – a gesture, perhaps, to the original anonymous edition of Sade’s novel, but also a reminder that Sade remained an unnameable author in public discourse. As important as these new editions of Sade were, it is worth remembering that they were highly expensive, private publications of limited numbers (150 copies for the French edition, 250 for the English edition); on the front cover of Uzanne’s French Justine, an ‘Avis aux libraires’ warns: ‘Ce volume ne doit pas être “mis en vente ou exposé dans des lieux publics” (Loi du 29 juillet 1881.).’ If the bibliophiles succeed in releasing Sade from the prison of the enfer of the Bibliothèque nationale, it is only to offer him a form of sanctuary that is almost as restrictive. The title of one of Liseux’s other productions in this period, the Musée secret du bibliophile, reflects the discursive confinement of Sade to a private realm of wealthy, bourgeois, male readers.
Introducing Doctor Sade
Despite their best efforts, Sade would not belong to the bibliophiles for much longer: as the century drew to a close, a new breed of scholars with scientific pretensions would in turn appropriate Sade as one of their own. In the wake of the publication in 1886 of Richard von Krafft-Ebing’s foundational work of sexology, the Psychopathia sexualis, there were suddenly new reasons to read Sade. While Krafft-Ebing describes Sade as a ‘monster’31 and unwisely relies on Janin’s biographical essay, his use of Sade as a case study of perversion ironically marks a decisive step in the latter’s cultural rehabilitation.32 With the publication of the Psychopathia sexualis, Sade becomes a medical as well as a bibliographical curiosity for the first time, and thus a subject that professional men have a legitimate reason to discuss. Consequently, a number of sexological studies of Sade and sadism begin to appear, the most influential of which was arguably Iwan Bloch’s Der Marquis de Sade und seine Zeit, a work written under the pseudonym of Dr Eugen Dühren. When Bloch’s book is translated into French, Uzanne is rather poignantly commissioned to write the preface – as if the baton were being passed from one generation to the next. Uzanne’s preface, entitled ‘L’idée du Sadisme et L’érotologie Scientifique’, indeed confirms this sense of a generational shift when he observes Sade’s recent change in status: ‘Aujourd’hui, ce monstre, dont le nom seul faisait rougir nos pères, est enfin admis dans le vaste musée de la science anthropologique.’33 The privately published editions circulating among the bibliophiles have now, Uzanne notes, given way to new, more freely available studies bearing ‘l’estampille des facultés médicales’: ‘La science les met donc hors la loi et leur prête leur caractère respectable et sacré.’34 While Sade never explicitly functioned as an ars amatoria for Uzanne and his fellow bibliophiles, there is a palpable sense of loss in his acknowledgement that Sade has now been appropriated by the proponents of the new scientia sexualis: ‘ce n’est plus de l’érotologie sensuelle, celà devient de la pathologie d’analyse, de la clinique documentaire.’35
The transition observed by Uzanne is confirmed three years later with Bloch’s inaugural publication of the long-lost manuscript of the 120 Journées de Sodome. Although ostensibly published in Paris by the ‘Club des bibliophiles’, it was actually produced by a German publisher in a limited subscription edition of two hundred copies – suggesting that works by Sade could still not circulate as easily as the supposedly clinical works on Sade to which Uzanne alludes. Bloch, writing under his usual pseudonym, hails the 120 Journées as
l’ouvrage principal du Marquis de Sade, dans lequel il a réuni toutes ses observations et ses idées sur la vie sexuelle de l’homme, ainsi que sur la nature et les variétés des perversions sexuelles. Il est composé d’après un plan systématique, en vue d’un groupement scientifique des exemples cités.36
He hails Sade as a fellow clinician and scientist, and his novel as a work of sexology to rival if not displace Krafft-Ebing’s foundational text. He indeed observes in his preface, ‘On croit souvent se trouver en présence de cas cités par Krafft-Ebing,’37 while his footnotes repeatedly invite the reader to compare Sade’s ‘cases’ with those cited in the Psychopathia sexualis. The fact that such a comparison could be made, however, arguably reflects less well on Krafft-Ebing than it does on Sade: that the former’s study of sexual pathology could resemble the most extravagant and excessive of Sade’s works of fiction is, for the modern reader, a salient reminder of the ‘faible teneur, je ne dis même pas en scientificité, mais en rationalité élémentaire’38 that Foucault observed upon reading Krafft-Ebing and his peers. If Sade and Krafft-Ebing do not seem so very different, it is moreover because the sexological writings of this period repeatedly blur the distinction between fictional and real case studies: as Anna Katharina Schaffner observes, ‘[F]ictional representations are treated as case studies that are deemed just as valid as empirical observations.’39
If Bloch’s claims for the scientific status of the 120 Journées now seem extraordinary, more extraordinary still is the fact that his claims were immediately accepted and widely repeated for much of the first half of the twentieth century and beyond. If the reinvention of Sade as a precursor to Krafft-Ebing spread almost virally in study after study of Sade, this may have been facilitated at least initially by the continuing inaccessibility of the 120 Journées, and indeed Sade’s other works, to a wider readership in the first two decades of the twentieth century. For all the studies of Sade published in this period, virtually no new editions of any of Sade’s works were produced at this time: the only work of significance that includes material by Sade is a volume of selections from Sade produced by Guillaume Apollinaire in 1909. Apollinaire cites Bloch as an authority when he alludes to the 120 Journées as
une classification rigoureusement scientifique de toutes les passions dans leurs rapports avec l’instinct sexuel. L’écrivant, le marquis de Sade, y condensait toutes ses théories nouvelles et y créait aussi, cent ans avant le docteur Krafft-Ebing, la psychopathie sexuelle.40
Apollinaire’s edition contains extracts from ‘Zoloë’, Justine, Juliette, La Philosophie dans le boudoir and Les Crimes de l’amour – but none, it is worth noting, from the 120 Journées. Although it is very much in the tradition of the bibliophile editions of the previous century, as one would expect from a press calling itself the ‘Bibliothèque des curieux’, it adopts a very different tone. There is none of the defensive moralistic rhetoric that marked its predecessors, as Apollinaire challenges the negative myths surrounding Sade, whom he hails as ‘un homme considérable sur lequel ont couru et courent encore un très grand nombre de légendes’.41 If Apollinaire begins his lengthy introduction with a biography, it is ostensibly to counter Sade the myth with Sade the man, but his account of Sade’s life is prone to its own mythologizations. For Apollinaire, Sade was no ‘homme ordinaire’ but a free spirit and revolutionary – he insists that Sade was ‘un vrai républicain’ and speculates that he may even have provoked the storming of the Bastille.42 Apollinaire’s Sade is, moreover, not just human but humane – ‘humaine et bienfaisante’ during the Terror, and not guilty of ‘de véritables cruautés’ in the Rose Keller and Marseille affairs; suggestions that he was an ‘inverti passif’ are also rebuffed. 43 The violence is similarly expunged both in Apollinaire’s paraphrases of the major texts in his introduction and in the ‘pages choisies’ that follow. His accounts of both Justine and the 120 Journées, for example, are almost entirely limited to the novels’ opening pages – in other words, to the preliminaries to the violence rather than the violence itself. Similarly, the patchwork of texts and textual extracts that comprise the three hundred pages of Sade in this anthology present many of his dissertations but none of his orgies. Despite being part of a series entitled Les Maîtres de l’amour (alongside other libertine and pornographic authors such as Aretino, Nerciat and Mirabeau), the result is a Sade so edulcorated that it arguably leaves out precisely the kind of pornographic material many of its readers may have been anticipating.
Despite the absence of any other Sadean editions in the immediate aftermath of Bloch’s 120 Journées and Apollinaire’s highly edited anthology (a hiatus evidently extended by the outbreak of war), the dual influence of these two editors would prove telling two decades later as a second wave of Sadean publications would begin under the leadership of Maurice Heine, a former doctor with close ties to the Surrealists. Heine, like the bibliophiles of the 1870s, embarks on his Sadean project by first publishing the least objectionable works – in his case, the ‘Dialogue entre un prêtre et un moribond’, the Historiettes, contes et fabliaux, and Les Infortunes de la vertu – all of them manuscripts exhumed from the enfer.44 These editions, published for the private members of the ‘Société du Roman philosophique’, constitute the first serious attempts to place Sade in his own intellectual and cultural context. Sade is claimed as a thinker, the successor to atheist materialists such as La Mettrie, Helvétius and d’Holbach, and as a writer, comparable to Proust in the care he takes over his drafts and devotion to ‘l’art d’écrire’. While the influence of Apollinaire, to whom Heine dedicates his edition of the Infortunes, is evident in the latter’s portrayal of Sade as Revolutionary author – ‘le premier romancier français de l’époque révolutionnaire’45 – that of Bloch comes to the fore when Heine produces his authoritative edition of the 120 Journées from 1931–35, describing Sade’s work as both ‘une prodigieuse moechialogie’ and ‘la première Psychopathia sexualis’.46 As with Apollinaire and Bloch, the transformation of Sade into a scientist obliterates any suggestion of Sade as a pornographer, and also effaces any sense of the violence that is the most obvious characteristic of his work.
The Sadean editions produced by Heine in the 1920s and 1930s were, like the bibliophilic editions of the previous century, produced in very limited numbers for a private readership of wealthy subscribers.47 They have, however, exercised an influence far greater than their limited numbers may suggest. In a bibliographical context, Heine’s 120 Journées has served as the base text for all subsequent editions of the novel (in the continued absence of the privately held original manuscript), as indeed has his ‘Dialogue’, the original manuscript of which has been privately held and inaccessible since 1949. Perhaps more importantly, Heine’s editions were read by the generation of intellectuals that included Jean Paulhan, Georges Bataille, Pierre Klossowski, Maurice Blanchot and Simone de Beauvoir, who would all write important studies of Sade after the war. This growing body of criticism of Sade would in turn offer Jean-Jacques Pauvert and Gilbert Lely, the two editors aiming separately to bring Sade’s complete works to a contemporary readership, much of the paratextual material for their new editions. Indeed, rather like their nineteenth-century counterparts, Pauvert, Lely and other editors after the war would often recycle the same paratexts in their various editions of Sade. Thus, Paulhan’s essay ‘La douteuse Justine ou les revanches de la pudeur’, first published in La Table ronde in 1945, would, for example, serve as an introduction to René Bertelé’s 1946 edition of Les Infortunes de la vertu, before featuring as a preface to editions by Pauvert (1959), Livre de poche (1970), and Gallimard’s Folio (1977).48 While Pauvert would be the first to produce a publically available ‘complete works’ of Sade in the 1950s, and be tried in court for doing so, Lely would soon follow with his scholarly ‘Édition définitive’ of the complete works for the Cercle du livre précieux a few years later.49
Although it is beyond the scope of this essay to explore in any depth the contribution of these post-war intellectuals to the proliferating editions of Sade in this period, it is possible to make some general points about some of the contrasting paratextual choices made by editors such as Pauvert and Lely. While some of Pauvert’s 1950s editions contained no prefaces at all, such as his Histoire de Juliette and La Philosophie dans le boudoir, he did include his own name on the cover of each of his productions (and, indeed, the address of his parents’ garage in Sceaux) – a choice that would, inevitably, lead to his prosecution. Although Lely’s Vie du Marquis de Sade occupies the opening two volumes of his Cercle du livre précieux edition, his name is elsewhere absent from the title pages and covers of its various volumes. Lely moreover contributes only one preface to the edition – two fewer than he had previously contributed to the Pauvert edition with which he was now competing. If this editorial self-effacement seems to belong to an earlier age of Sadean publications, this impression is compounded by Lely’s similarly abundant use of paratextual material to buttress the texts within. The 120 Journées, for example, is preceded by four introductory essays: a reprint of Heine’s preface to his 1931–35 edition of the same novel; an essay of ‘Réflexions sexologiques à propos des 120 Journées de Sodome’ by the eminent sexologist and psychoanalyst Angelo Hesnard; ‘Du Sado-masochisme aux philosophies de l’ambivalence’ by Henri Pastoureau, a former member of the Surrealist circle in Paris; and finally an ‘Esquisse du système de Sade’ by Klossowski. This selection of essays is representative of the edition as a whole in its perpetuation of a surrealist and scientific Sade alongside the philosophical Sade, its rather tired assertions about Sade as a precursor to Krafft-Ebing and Freud seeming increasingly hollow. If, as Michel Delon notes, ‘les Œuvres complètes au Cercle du livre précieux réalisent l’ambition de la “Société du roman philosophique”’,50 the result is indeed an edition that belongs in part to the first half of the century. Lely, however, does reprint an essay by Jacques Lacan in the second, revised version of his ‘Édition définitive’ in 1966–68, in which the latter declares his impatience with those who continued to insist on Sade’s scientific credentials: ‘Que l’œuvre de Sade anticipe Freud, fût-ce au regard du catalogue des perversions, est une sottise, qui se redit dans les lettres, de quoi la faute, comme toujours, revient aux specialistes.’51
Although Lely’s revised edition would also feature, in its final volume, essays recently published by Barthes, Sollers and others in the Tel Quel issue devoted to Sade in 1967,52 the old ‘scientific’ Sade still lingers alongside the philosophical Sade. The impression overall remains of Sade circulating within a closed circle of male readers – none of the nineteen essayists featured in Lely’s edition is female, and the absence of de Beauvoir’s ‘Faut-il brûler Sade?’ (first published in 1951) is particularly striking, given the contrasting inclusion of essays by Blanchot, Bataille and Klossowski. Between the two editions Lely prepared for the Cercle du livre précieux, however, there are signs that Sade is beginning to break free of this circle – even if it is only into other, similarly male-dominated, circles: the first academic conference on Sade takes place in Aix-en-Provence in 1966, and Sade is rather begrudgingly admitted into the Pléiade for the first time, in the second of a two-volume edition of Romanciers du XVIIIe siècle. Curiously, given the title of the anthology, Sade is represented by the Crimes de l’amour rather than by any of his novels – in marked contrast to the other authors contained therein. Sade is, moreover, the only author not to get a mention in the general preface, and when he is finally introduced in the second volume it is apparently through gritted teeth by the editor, René Etiemble, who assures the reader, ‘Je ne suis pas idolâtre de Sade.’ Etiemble indeed dismisses Bernardin de Saint-Pierre and Sade as ‘ces deux malades’.53 As James Hulbert observes, ‘Sade thus has the rare distinction of being dismissed by the editor of the volume that marks his first appearance in the Pléiade – barred from the canon in the very publication that should constitute his inclusion in it.’54 It would take another quarter of a century for Sade to be admitted to the Pléiade in his own right, in the three-volume edition produced by Michel Delon.
Introducing paperback Sade
If Lely’s publication of the Œuvres complètes seems like the last throes of a period in which Sade still essentially belonged to a happy few, this sense of an ending is perhaps reinforced by a third wave of Sadean editions that follows in its wake when the divin marquis becomes available for the first time in cheap paperback. Spearheaded by the recently established Union générale d’éditions, the producers of a new 10/18 collection of portable paperbacks, the first Sade texts to be published are (as in the previous waves) the comparatively anodine minor works, from the ‘Histoire de Sainville et de Léonore’, excerpted from Aline et Valcour, to works such as Les Infortunes de la vertu and Sade’s historiettes; presumably because it was less likely to arouse controversy, Sade’s historical novel, Isabelle de Bavière (largely ignored to this day), is thus published a year earlier than the better-known Justine. It is perhaps no coincidence that Sade’s most notorious works are all published in the 10/18 collection after 1968, from Juliette in 1969 to La Philosophie dans le boudoir in 1972, and the 120 Journées de Sodome in 1974. While the 10/18 Sade soon finds itself in competition with the Livre de poche collection,55 the flood of new editions appearing at this time faced considerable resistance from the authorities. In the preface to her 1973 edition of Justine, Béatrice Didier draws attention to the limits still in place for those seeking to make Sade’s works available to the public, describing the 120 Journées, the Histoire de Juliette and La Philosophie dans le boudoir as
ces textes qui sont partiellement occultés, puisque la vente en est strictement limitée, et que, par exemple, dans l’état actuel de la législation, il est impensable qu’ils paraissent en livre de poche. Les bien innocentes Infortunes de la vertu de la collection Garnier-Flammarion n’ont-elles pas été censurées, tandis que, par le plus grand illogisme d’ailleurs, celles que je publiais au ‘Livre de poche’ ne l’étaient pas?56
Didier’s remarks still hold true: none of the controversial works she mentions has ever entered the ranks of the Livre de poche collection, although they have all at one point been included in other paperback editions.
As culturally significant as the arrival of Sade in paperback editions was to prove, in some ways it marks an evolution rather than revolution in the way that Sade is presented to his readers. Jean Paulhan’s post-war essays are included as prefaces for Livre de poche and Folio editions of the Infortunes, while Lely edits and prefaces all of the 10/18 Sade, showing little sign of interest in the new theoretical approaches to Sade on display in the pages of Tel Quel and elsewhere. His preface to the 120 Journées continues to make the same case that Heine made forty years earlier, insisting that Sade’s work is as much a ‘traité médical’ as it is a novel, an account of ‘faits psychopathologiques, soigneusement numérotés et dont la succession méthodique apparaît immédiatement’.57 The continuing influence of the surrealists is moreover confirmed by the choice of covers for the 10/18 editions: cartoonish versions in various colours of Man Ray’s famous Imaginary Portrait of Sade. While the covers of the 10/18 editions of the 120 Journées have long been replaced, Lely’s preface has by contrast been retained to this day.58 Although one could therefore argue that the Sade that enters the paperback ‘classics’ collections is still the Sade of the previous generation, the very fact of his increased accessibility would at least allow him to be configured in new ways. Sade is no longer confined to an affluent bourgeois readership, but becomes embedded in French, and indeed European, popular culture. For the new generation of Sade critics seeking to free the man from the myths surrounding him, this popular appropriation of Sade was, however, regarded with some suspicion:
la vogue de Sade au niveau des Prisunic et des sex-shops, si elle contribue à créer un mythe de Sade, fausse, obscurcit son visage. Il y a le Sade des révolutionnaires et celui des conservateurs, le Sade des historiens de la littérature, et celui des structuralistes, le Sade des philosophes et celui des films pornographiques.59
As Didier herself falls in the camp of those seeking to restore Sade to literary history, her wariness of losing Sade to the structuralists and post-structuralists is understandable in the context in which she was writing. As I have argued elsewhere,60 the linguistic approach championed by Barthes (according to which ‘le seul univers sadien’ is ‘l’univers du discours’)61 dominated criticism on Sade throughout the 1970s and 1980s. It is striking, however, that for all this influence, Barthes’s Sade had no discernible impact on the editions of Sade in the same period, remaining instead the preserve of a largely academic happy few of its own.
As the absence of the ‘theoretical’ Sade from the paratexts of Sadean editions suggests, the Sade of the publishing houses has not always been the Sade of scholars or critics. The current roster of Sadean volumes among the mainstream paperback editions reflects this gap: of the works typically considered by the critics to be Sade’s major works (the 120 Journées, La Philosophie dans le boudoir, Justine, the Nouvelle Justine and Histoire de Juliette), only La Philosophie dans le boudoir exists in multiple mainstream editions (Garnier-Flammarion, Folio and 10/18). The 120 Journées and Justine are only published in a single collection (10/18 and Livre de poche respectively), while the Nouvelle Justine and the Histoire de Juliette, formerly published in 10/18, are no longer in print. If Sade’s major works are no longer considered unreadable, they do remain largely unread, while the shorter fiction his critics have generally considered as minor is, by contrast, better represented among these collections, from the historiettes recently published as Contes libertins by Garnier-Flammarion, to the Crimes de l’amour (in 10/18, Folio and Livre de poche) and the Infortunes (in Garnier-Flammarion, Folio and 10/18). Although Sade has evidently become more accessible to readers today – in part through online resources such as wikisource and other online or e-book editions – those looking for reliable editions of novels such as the Nouvelle Justine or Histoire de Juliette have little choice but to invest in the prestigious if expensive Pléiade edition that heralded Sade’s arrival in the literary canon in the 1990s. While the ‘canonically austere’62 Pléiade might seem in some respects like a contemporary counterpart to the Cercle du livre précieux edition, it is a very different kind of publication both in its iconic place in French literary culture and in the Sade it represents to its public. Its editor, Michel Delon, makes a break with the long history of pseudo-scientific appropriations of Sade – ‘double façon de faire disparaître l’œuvre littéraire, devenu document psychiatrique ou adjuvant érotique’63 – and uses Sade’s arrival in the Pléiade to insist upon the literary status of the Sadean text:
Le temps est sans doute venu de reconnaître la place prise par cette œuvre dans notre vie intellectuelle et de la juger digne de l’attention philologique réservée aux plus grands. Telle est l’ambition de cette édition dans la Bibliothèque de la Pléiade. Par l’établissement précis des textes et par l’annotation, il s’agit de rendre à l’œuvre sa complexité littéraire aussi bien que son caractère historique.64
While Heine, Lely and latterly Annie Le Brun sought to rehabilitate Sade on the basis of his exceptionality, Delon here demands that Sade be treated like any other author of literature. Whereas the Cercle du livre précieux edition contained an essay by Pierre Naville entitled ‘Sade et la philosophie’, in which the author asserted confidently, ‘Rien ne serait plus paradoxal que de faire du marquis de Sade un philosophe,’65 Delon conversely declares the philosophical as well as the literary importance of Sade by including in his edition a prefatory essay by Jean Deprun entitled ‘Sade Philosophe’.
Conclusion: covering Sade
The favoured dictum of the early sexologists was Legrand du Saull’s ‘Science, like fire, purifies everything it touches.’ As we have seen, it is similarly implied in the ways Sade has been approached and introduced to readers over the last 140 years: while Sade has been reclaimed as a sexologist, revolutionary, philosopher and man of letters, he has never been presented as a pornographer. However, if the introductions and prefaces of edition after edition have appealed to their readers’ intellects, their covers have not always followed the same script. Although Genette refers only fleetingly to couvertures in the opening chapter of Seuils (on the péritexte éditorial), Nancy K. Miller has highlighted the role played by covers in the marketing of eighteenth-century fiction, suggesting that ‘twentieth-century covers serve the same function as frontispieces or other internal illustrations in the period’.66 Prior to the arrival of the paperback collections of the late 1960s, editions of Sade kept their secrets discreetly hidden between their covers. All changed, however, in the more liberal atmosphere of the 1970s. Didier’s qualms about the pornographic appropriation of Sade were apparently not shared by the publishers of her Livre de poche editions of Les Crimes de l’amour and Justine, which both feature photographs of naked women in erotic poses on their covers (see Figures 1 and 2). While the Livre de poche editions are now clothed more respectably with eighteenth-century paintings by De Troy, Boucher and Fragonard (the standard choice for modern editions of libertine fiction), the current 10/18 and Folio 2€ collections also use sex, with varying degrees of subtlety, to sell their titles. Whereas these 10/18 covers depict rather elegant orgies in a kind of pastiche of eighteenth-century engravings (for online images, see list of links below), the Folio 2€ covers are less explicit, but more problematic, in particular the images chosen for ‘Ernestine’ and ‘Eugénie de Franval’ (for online images, see list of links below). ‘Ernestine’, a narrative that builds to a climax in which the heroine is raped as her beloved is executed before her eyes, features a pistachio on its cover – ready to be prised open in a bizarre analogy for the act of rape depicted in the text (comically objectifying the heroine herself as a tough nut to crack). ‘Eugénie de Franval’, Sade’s retelling of the Pygmalion myth as a tale of father–daughter incest, relates the protagonist’s grooming of his daughter as a child, and narrates the consummation of their relationship on her fourteenth birthday. The cover image of a leg gracing a stocking and garter begs some rather troubling questions about the kind of attitude the paratext is inviting towards the eponymous heroine of the tale – a form of sexualization that duplicates that of the abusive father in the text, rather as the cover of ‘Ernestine’ duplicates the attitude of the rapist in that text.
As I observed at the beginning, it is difficult to know how many readers pause to read an introduction before embarking on a text – or indeed whether they read it before or after the text it introduces. It may be that the introductions of current paperback ‘classics’ collections play a more important role in shaping expectations, and possibly even responses, than their counterparts in private editions, or even expensive public editions such as the Pléiade, in which the editor is already likely to be preaching to the converted. In the case of the Folio 2€ texts, however, there is no paratext at all other than a short paragraph of biographical matter, a sign perhaps that there is little need any more for the kind of prefatory protection that such stories would have required a few decades earlier. As Jean-Christophe Abramovici observes in his own recent edition of La Philosophie dans le boudoir, times have changed since the Pauvert trial: ‘Un demi-siècle plus tard, le nom de Sade ne suscite plus ni méfiance ni inquiétude. Parce qu’il est désormais un classique.’67 This, however, is arguably the problem: as Annie Le Brun has also argued,68 Sade has become a little too comfortable, a little too safe. If the importance of the paratext has diminished in the context of Sadean editions, one could argue that the stories told by the cover images that adorn these editions, conversely, may have a more important role to play in arresting the attention of the casual browser. Currently, however, Sade’s introductions and covers give little indication of the texts they both present and represent to the public. Roger Shattuck’s complaint that Sade critics ‘sponge away the depravity and the bloodiness of his narratives by considering only his ideas’69 is equally true of the paratextual matter – from the cover pages to the introductions – that envelop Sade’s works today. This has not always been the case, however: while the rather modest, and consensual, threesome that adorns the 2014 10/18 cover of the 120 Journées offers no clue as to the sexual violence and torture contained within, an earlier cover did so brilliantly. In the 1990s, the 10/18 Sade editions all featured photographs by Ernst Hedler, an East German photographer [so NO online resources for these]. The photographs are of everyday electrical appliances and fixtures, including toasters, heating elements, plugs, sockets and light-switches. The image on the cover of the 120 Journées is entitled ‘Chauffe-liquide de voyage (détail)’. The juxtaposition of Sade’s name with an electrical plug and another (worryingly) indecipherable object is chilling in its suggestion of torture – a sign of the ‘shocks’ the text has in store, perhaps – and all the more chilling in its deliberate anachronism: Sade is made violently modern, rather than decorously eighteenth-century. These now discarded 10/18 covers succeeded where Sade’s critics and editors have often failed, conveying the sense of menace and horror that informs our encounters with Sade’s most violent works.
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